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Since the beginning of time, cats have convinced the world that they are untrainable so they can do

whatever they want...but those days are over! Gregory Popovich is a professional cat trainer who's

trained cats to perform amazing circus-style tricks for television and stage, and he's about to reveal

his most closely guarded secrets so cat lovers everywhere can put an end to the most common

problems:- Stop bad litter box habits- End early-morning howling- Banish your cat from tabletops

and countertops- Prevent begging before mealtime- Put an end to destructive clawing- Make peace

between rival catsAnd so much more, including how to become an expert cat trainer at home and

teach your cat to perform Gregory's favorite tricks, like jumping through a hoop or perching on your

shoulders. This fun-to-read book also provides wonderful insights into the mysterious, complex

feline mind, explaining why cats do the things they do so we can better understand them and enjoy

a closer, more meaningful friendship.
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Like many people I did not hear about the book author untill I went to see the show. My little one

was extatic to hear that there I got a tickets to a cat show and she thought it will be a "cat show"..

and when I told her it is going to be actual acting and real theather she went gaga.I saw few cat

performances and so did she before seeing Popovich's act.We have been to many cat shows that

had some cat food companies organized gigs with cats, then we also cought a show at Key West

with the crazy cat guy at the Sunset pier. I used to think of them as really great performances as I

know how difficult is to make a cat to do anything, let alone do it in public with people cheering and

all the comotions..When I saw the Popovich show I was totally mesmerized. So many cats, and cats



performing so many fantastic acting just like actors in theather, working in groups, rescuing animals

from fake fire building - hilarious acting between cats and dogs, riding in the train with conductor

animal.. all acrobatics and all beautifully staged production in real theather on real stage where

animals were real actors..I was amazed and I knew I wanted to know what Mr. Popovich has to say

about cat training. I consider any other source inferior to someone who actually can do animals and

cats to do what he can do. I also understand that nobody can have better credentials to do so not

only because his own lustrious achievement and daily performances but also becuase he cames

from generations of cat trainers. He simply must know something that he is doing impossible.What I

also loved is that the cats did not appeared stressed, starved like those in Key West, and did not

appear doing things out of fear of punishment and were NOT forced to do their acts.
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